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Abstract: This paper presents the performance of two sliding mode control algorithms, based on the
Lyapunov-based sliding mode controller (LSMC) and reaching-law-based sliding mode controller
(RSMC), with their novel variants designed and applied to the anti-lock braking system (ABS),
which is known to be a strongly nonlinear system. The goal is to prove their superior performance
over existing control approaches, in the sense that the LSMC and RSMC do not bring additional
computational complexity, as they rely on a reduced number of tuning parameters. The performance
of LSMC and RSMC solves the uncertainty in the process model which comes from unmodeled
dynamics and a simplification of the actuator dynamics, leading to a reduced second order process.
The contribution adds complete design details and stability analysis is provided. Additionally,
performance comparisons with several adaptive, neural networks-based and model-free sliding
mode control algorithms reveal the robustness of the proposed LSMC and RSMC controllers, in spite
of the reduced number of tuning parameters. The robustness and reduced computational burden of
the controllers validated on the real-world complex ABS make it an attractive solution for practical
industrial implementations.
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1. Introduction
The anti-lock braking system (ABS) is a mandatory safety feature in modern vehicles [1] and constitutes an attractive benchmark for control applications. One of the
common approaches that has been studied for ABS control is the so-called slip-control.
It is well-known that when braking or accelerating, a traction force owed to the friction
appears at the contact surface between the tire and the road [2,3]. This force amplitude
proportionally depends on the normal force at the contact point. A friction coefficient called
µ is representative for the traction behavior, it is surface dependent and well-acknowledged
research showed that this friction coefficient is a function of the wheel slip coefficient
denoted λ [4].
In principle, the associated control problem is to impose a desired value for the
wheel slip λ, that is, to set at a desired value for the relative difference between the
wheel velocity and the road (or car) velocity [2,5]. This problem is known as slip control.
Among all implemented braking approaches, the slip coefficient control is arguably the
most intensively studied in many theoretical and practical implementations [6].
Historically, the wheel lock prevention concept under braking was conceived almost a
century ago in the mid-1930s by Robert Bosch’s patents [7–9] and was technically implemented at the end of the 60s when inductive contactless sensors replaced the mechanical
ones [9]. The strong electronics development led to powerful integration and robust operation; therefore, hydraulic pressure regulation became possible based on data gathered from
the sensors mounted in the proximity of the wheel ensemble. ABSs for serial production
became available starting in 1978 [9,10]. The focus has shifted since then towards assuring
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more intelligent control algorithms for the ABS, reviews of such approaches can be checked
with earlier works of [11,12] and more recently with [13–16].
Slip control is a difficult task for a number of reasons:
-

The ABS dynamics in braking mode are extremely nonlinear and many parameters of
the underlying model change with time.
Several factors affect the braking behavior, such as: road slope variation and modifications of the friction-slip characteristic, due to road surface type, tires’ material,
wheels’ sideslip angle, etc. [4,17,18].

Among the existing control techniques, sliding mode control (SMC) is an already
vastly studied and mature methodology that, among many other control approaches,
has proved its success in many industrial applications due to its simplicity and robustness [19–23]. It has also been applied before to ABS slip control systems in combination
with different controllers or just as standalone as presented next, however, without the
detailed performance assessment through comparisons with different control methods.
An SMC design can be traced back to the work of Drakunov et al. [11], where a detailed
hydraulic actuator model is provided and a friction force observer adds computational
complexity to the design. However, an extremum searching algorithm was devised for the
optimal slip reference input that maximizes the braking friction force (by maximizing the
friction coefficient µ). An underlying PID-based slip control was employed in [12] where a
sliding-mode optimizer is used for computing the optimal slip reference input but does
not benefit from the SMC in the closed-loop. Unsal and Kachroo [3] proposed a nonlinear
observer SMC-based slip controller combined with computationally demanding sliding
observers for vehicle velocity estimation. A self-learning fuzzy sliding-mode control design
was proposed by Lin and Hsu [18], where the tuning algorithm of the controller is derived
in the Lyapunov sense, but the braking model is a very simplified one. A linearizationbased SMC law was proposed in [23] on a simplified quarter-car ABS model without
accounting for actuator dynamics. While a similar simplified braking model was employed
with a recurrent neural network (RNN)-based uncertainty observer, in a hybrid SMC design provided by [24]. Noticing that the adaptive laws of the RNN bring supplementary
computational burden rather than account for uncertainties by typical upper bounds. A
comprehensive experimental validation on a braking system of a real-life scale laboratory
car was proposed by [25]. Although a very detailed model is provided, uncertainty is
not accounted for in the SMC design, and with the experimental validation as the main
focus, the theoretical stability analysis is missing. Another quasi-SMC ABS controller with
endocrine neural network-based estimator was presented in [26]. In order to increase the
steady-state accuracy, the estimated modeling error is included in the controller at the cost
of computational complexity. A simpler SMC design with included model uncertainties
and integral switching surface for chattering reduction was suggested in the work of [17] on
a four-wheel car model with simplified dynamics. However, theoretical stability certificates
were not provided in the mentioned work. Other control approaches for ABS include nonlinear adaptive solutions [5,10], data-based approach [1], fractional SMC [4], fuzzy [16] and
neuro-fuzzy sliding mode incremental learning [27] and grey system modeling approach
for SMC [28]. More recent application-oriented validation of intelligent ABS control is
presented in the works [29–32].
The contribution of this work is threefold. Firstly, the original SMC laws (LSMC
and RSMC) are proposed and they have not been applied before to ABS control systems.
Secondly, their complete design and stability analysis show that the SMC control is robust
enough to account for large uncertainty in the design, without additional uncertainty
estimator and without striving for complex models, even though the actuator dynamics
is simplified to a simple gain. This operation is required in order to bring the ABS model
to a second-order system dynamics favorable to the SMC design, herein proposed in two
variants. Thirdly, the comparisons with other four competitive controllers also prove the
performance capability attainable with such SMC-based controllers. These controllers are of
various types: an adaptive one, a model-free reinforcement learning one, a model-free SMC
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where






g1 ( x1 (t), x2 (t)) = (c15 S(λ) + c16 )s1 ·χ,
g2 ( x1 (t), x2 (t)) = c25 S(λ)s1 ·χ,
f 1 ( x1 (t), x2 (t)) = S(λ)(c11 x1 (t) + c12 ) + c13 x1 (t) + c14 ,



f 2 ( x1 (t), x2 (t)) = S(λ)(c21 x1 (t) + c22 ) + c23 x2 (t) + c24 .

(4)

In the following, the sliding mod control design is aimed and presented in two
proposed variants.
3. Sliding Mode Control Design
Adoption of sliding mode control algorithms relies on the well-acknowledged robustness of these algorithms to parameter variation and uncertainty. The control problem
essentially requires regulation to a given slip value. Should the desired slip be set around
the peak of the µ–λ curve in Figure 2 (this peak is surface-dependent), some desirable braking behavior takes place, characterized by maximum deceleration, on maximum friction
and minimal braking time and distance.
In the following, two variants of sliding mode control strategies for the ABS system are
presented and designed in detail. The first sub-section presents the Lyapunov-based sliding
mode controller (LSMC) design, followed by the presentation of the reaching law-based
sliding mode controller (RSMC) design.
3.1. Lyapunov-Based Sliding Mode Control Design with Included Uncertainties in the
Process Model
A convenient artificial construction of a Lyapunov type function is used indirectly in
determining a control law that ensures at the same time the stability of the entire control
system. The resulting controller is called the LSMC controller in the following.
Let the state-space model of the ABS system be rewritten from (3) as
.

x1 = f 1 (x(t)) + g1 (x(t))u(t) + v1 (t) , x = [ x1 x2 ] T ,
.
x2 = f 2 (x(t)) + g2 (x(t))u(t) + v2 (t) ,

(5)

where v1 and v2 are additive terms accounting for unmodeled dynamics, external disturbances and parametric uncertainties. A switching variable is defined as g(t) = λ(t) − λd (t),
with λd (t) the desired slip. We notice that since the simplified slip in (2) is λ = 1 − x1 /x2 ,
then g(t) = λ − λd = 1 − x1 /x2 − λd = 0 is equivalent to the sliding surface line equation
x1 − (1 − λd ) x2 = 0 which is consistent with the more familiar definition of the sliding
surface in the
 form g(x, t) = 0.

Let V g(x = [ x1 x2 ] T ) = 0.5g2 (x) ≥ 0 be a Lyapunov function depending on g(x).
.

.

Then V ( g(x)) = g(x) g(x), and furthermore, to ensure the reaching condition of the sliding
.
surface g(x) = 0, it is sufficient to have V < 0, or, for reaching g(x) = 0 in finite time it is
.
needed to ensure V < −ε, ε > 0. .
.
.
Since the calculation of g = λ − λd is needed, the derivative of the slip is found,
based on (5) as
.

λ = F (t) + ve(t) + G (t)u(t), where
f 2 (t) x1 (t)− f 1 (t) x2 (t)
x (t)v (t)− x (t)v (t)
F (t) =
, ve(t) = 1 2 x2 (t)2 1 , G (t) =
x2 (t)
2

2

x1 (t) g2 (t)− x2 (t) g1 (t)
,
x22 (t)

(6)

where the terms containing the perturbations have been included in a single perturbing
term ve(t) considered bounded by |ve(t)| ≤ vmax .
Finally, the derivative of the switching variable is
.

.

.

.

g = λ − λd = F (t) + ve(t) + G (t)u(t) − λd =
.
ve(t) + G (t)u(t) + F (t) − λd = ve(t) + G (t)u(t) − τ (t).

(7)
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.

Then, to ensure the reaching condition V < 0, the following two cases, each with two
subcases are developed as:
.

g(t) > 0, g < 0 ⇔ G (t)u(t) < τ (t) − ve(t) where :
(a) G (t) > 0 → u(t) < τ (tG)−(tve)(t) ; (b) G (t) < 0 → u(t) >

τ (t)−ve(t)
.
G (t)

.

g(t) < 0, g > 0 ⇔ G (t)u(t) > τ (t) − ve(t) where :
(a) G (t) > 0 → u(t) > τ (tG)−(tve)(t) ; (b) G (t) < 0 → u(t) <

τ (t)−ve(t)
.
G (t)
.

Finally, the control law that ensures the fulfillment of the reaching condition V < 0 in
all four subcases is captured by the LSMC control law:


|τ (t)|+vmax
u(t) = −
+
δ
sgn∆ ( g(t) G (t)),
G
(
t
)|
|
(8)
de f
• ,
sgn∆ (•) = |•|+
∆
with ∆ > 0 ensuring a smooth implementation of the mathematical sign function denoted
sgn∆ (•) and prevents the division by zero in calculations. δ > 0 ensures conservative
fulfilment of the inequalities in the four subcases above [6].
The steps of the LSMC algorithm (Algorithm 1) at the current numerical integration
step are given next.
Algorithm 1. The LSMC Algorithm
Selected initial parameters ∆, δ, vmax
1. Read the desired slip value λd (t) and the angular speed values x1 , x2 .
2. Calculate λ(t) from (2), then calculate g(t) = λ(t) − λd (t). Find F (t), G (t) from (6),
calculate τ (t) from (7).
3. Calculate u(t) from (8) and send it to the process.
4. After the current integration step is finished, go to step 1.

For an insight into the derivation of the LSMC control law (8), please consult the
Appendix A. The stability of the control system under the LSMC control law is next asserted.
Theorem 1. The ABS system (3), (4) with the LSMC control law (8) is asymptotically stable.
Proof of Theorem 1. The control law (8) is selected to ensure the reaching condition
.
.
.
V (x) = g(x) g(x) < 0. By an increased value of δ > 0, the value of V (x) is bounded
away from 0 (see also Appendix A). Which in turn ensures that the Lyapunov function
V ( g(x)) = 0.5g2 (x) → 0 over time implying reaching for the sliding surface in finite time.
Besides, on the sliding manifold g(x) = 0, the closed-loop dynamics have reduced
order, since g(x) = 0 leads to the control u(t) from (8) replaced in (5) and to the simplified
.
.
dynamics x1 = f 1 ( x1 , x2 ), x2 = f 2 ( x1 , x2 ) constrained by x1 = (1 − λd ) x2 . The resulted
system is a linear first order differential equation in x2 with initial condition x2 (0) > 0,
.
of the form x2 = k1 (λd ) x2 + k2 (λd ) where k1 < 0, k2 < 0. The dependence k1 (λd ) is shown
in Figure 3 below for λd in {0, 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 1}.

order, since g ( x ) = 0 leads to the control u (t ) from (8) replaced in (5) and to the simplified dynamics x 1 = f 1 ( x 1 , x 2 ), x 2 = f 2 ( x 1 , x 2 ) constrained by x1 = (1 − λ d ) x2 . The re-

x2 with initial condition
k1 < 0, k2 < 0 . The dependence
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d
on the sliding surface is preserved. Consequently, lim t → ∞ λ ( t ) = λ d ( t ) which completes
3.2.proof.
Reaching
the
□ Law Sliding Mode Control Design with Partial Process Model Uncertainty
For the non-linear second-order process model (3), the feedback error between the
desired slip and the actual one is captured by the following variable:
g ( t ) = λ ( t ) − λ d ( t ),

(9)

that also acts as a switching variable for the RSMC design, as seen next. The derivative of
the slip variable is:
.

λ(t) =

x1 (t)( f 2 (t) + g2 (t)u(t)) − ( f 1 (t) + g1 (t)u(t)) x2 (t)
,
x22 (t)

(10)

and by separating the terms of the expression for obtaining an expression affine with
respect to the control input, we have:
x ( t ) g2 ( t ) − g1 ( t ) x 2 ( t )
f 2 ( t ) x1 ( t ) − f 1 ( t ) x2 ( t )
+ 1
u ( t ),
2
x2 ( t )
x22 (t)

.

λ(t) =

(11)

which simply can be compactly written as:
.

λ ( t ) = f ( t ) + b ( t ) u ( t ).

(12)

Let the control law be chosen as:
.

u = b−1 (t)[− f (t) + λd − ksgn( g)].

(13)

By replacing the command law from (13) into (12), the dynamic of the switching
variable is obtained as in:
.

.

.

.

g = −ksgn( g), where g = λ − λd .
.

Depending on the slip derivative λ, the two analyzed cases are:
1.
2.

.

.

g > 0 involves g = −k·1 ⇒ g < 0 , meaning that g is decreasing to zero.
.
.
g < 0 involves g = k ⇒ g > 0 , meaning that g is increasing to zero.

(14)
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The most relevant advantage of the RSMC design is that a finite time of reaching the
switching surface g = 0 is guaranteed, calculated as t a = | g(0)|/k.
.
It is unlikely that in practice, the model λ(t) = f (t) + b(t)u(t) is a true representation
of the reality. Hence, for the subsequent control design, this model is considered as partially
.
uncertain, the true model being of the form λ(t) = fˆ(t) + b(t)u(t) in which the assumed
bounded uncertainty fˆ − f ≤ UF includes unmodeled dynamics, parametric uncertainties and external disturbances, with UF an user-selectable upper bound to account for the
worst case disturbance scenario. In this case, for the control law having the expression (13),
.
the switching variable dynamic of the true model becomes g = fˆ − f − ksgn( g).
In order to guarantee a finite reaching time in the presence of modeling uncertainties,
two cases are again identified:
1.

2.

.

The case g > 0. For a finite reaching time, it is necessary that g < −η, with η > 0 as
a positive constant. In this case, it is necessary that fˆ − f − k ≤ −η ⇔ k ≥ fˆ − f + η .
Since fˆ − f + η ≤ fˆ − f + η ≤ UF + η, a value k ≥ UF + η ensures a finite reaching
time at most equal to | g(0)|/η.
.
The case g < 0. In similar reasoning, a value as k ≥ UF + η ensures g > η which
involves that the attainment of the finite reaching time is | g(0)|/η at most.

The steps of the RSMC algorithm (Algorithm 2) at the current numerical integration
step are summarized next.
Algorithm 2. The RSMC Algorithm
Selected initial parameter k
1. Read the desired slip value λd (t) and the angular speed values x1 , x2 .
2. Calculate λ(t) from (2), then calculate g(t) = λ(t) − λd (t). Find f (t), b(t) from (12). Compute
.
the derivative λd (t).
3. Calculate u(t) as in (13) then send it to the process.
4. After the current integration step is finished, go to step 1.

The stability of the control system under the RSMC control law is next asserted.
Theorem 2. The ABS system (3), (4) with the RSMC control law (13) is asymptotically stable.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let a Lyapunov function candidate be V ( g(x)) = 0.5g2 (x). We observe that the control law (13) leads to the dynamic of the switching variable being
.
.
.
g = −ksgn( g). These dynamics ensures that V (x) = g(x) g(x) is negative and bounded
away from 0 by a suitable selection of a larger k. Which in turn ensures that V ( g(x)) → 0
over time.
On the sliding manifold g(x) = 0, the closed-loop dynamics have reduced order,
since g(x) = 0 leads to the control u(t) from (13) substituted in (5) and to the simplified dy.
namics x2 = ( f 1 ( x1 , x2 ) g2 ( x1 , x2 ) − f 2 ( x1 , x2 ) g1 ( x1 , x2 ))/[(1 − λd ) g2 ( x1 , x2 ) − g1 ( x1 , x2 )]
constrained by x1 = (1 − λd ) x2 . The simplified dynamics lead -after some calculations- to
.
a (family of) linear differential equations in x2 , of the form x2 = k1 (λd ) x2 + k2 (λd ) with
x2 (0) > 0, k1 < 0, k2 < 0. This family of λd -dependent equations is shown in Figure 4
below for λd in {0, 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 1}.

x2 = ( f1 ( x1, x2 ) g2 ( x1, x2 ) − f 2 ( x1, x2 ) g1 ( x1, x2 )) /[(1 − λd ) g2 ( x1, x2 ) − g1 ( x1, x2 )]
constrained by x1 = (1 − λ d ) x2 . The simplified dynamics lead -after some calculations- to
a (family of) linear differential equations in x2 , of the form x2 = k1 (λd ) x2 + k2 (λd ) with
dynamics
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This reduced order system is again asymptotically stable for all S(λ ) < 1.5 where
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1
,
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since
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a
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Then
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Then
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2
2
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the
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system
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implies
stability
of the closed-loop
system,
the
of the closed-loop
on the
sliding
surface
is preserved.
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t) =
λd (t)
t→∞ λ (the
reduced
order system
on the
sliding
surface
if asymptotically
stable and
evoluwhichofcompletes
the proof. on
 the sliding surface is preserved. Consequently,
tion
the closed-loop

limt→∞ λ(t) = λd (t) which completes the proof. □

Comment 1. Both situations related to the implementation of the command in the
form (13) suggest choosing a larger value of the parameter k. On the other hand, a larger
k value introduces high amplitude switching at the control input level, due to the switch
element sgn(g). A compromise is needed: the more accurate the model (2) is, the smaller k
parameter value is admitted.
Comment 2. Towards the braking process’ end, the lower wheel speed x2 (t) tends to
zero. To ensure good numerical conditioning, the denominator x22 (t) occurring in both
f (t), b(t) in (12) and in both F (t), G (t) in (6), is replaced with x22 (t) + ξ, where ξ is a small
positive number. In practice this is less problematic since, at low car speeds, it is common
to deactivate the ABS control.
Comment 3. The sign function of the control law (13) is practically implemented using
the modified sign function sgn∆ (•) defined in (8).
Comment 4. For the computed control laws (8) and (13) to avoid deep control input
saturation that could lead to significant windup followed by high-amplitude oscillations,
the control inputs calculated as in (8) and as in (13) are manually saturated inside [–1;1]
(also observing that the control input domain (−∞; 0) ∪ (1, ∞) is not actually usable from
the viewpoint of the DC motor actuator, but it is preserved to further show that the SMC
compute the actual control inputs in this domains also). On the other hand, this saturation
could restrict the domain of the sliding manifold and lead to a longer reaching phase.
4. Validation Case Study
The sliding-mode control algorithms LSMC and RSMC (from Algorithms 1 and 2,
respectively) are next validated on the slip control for the ABS process that was introduced
in the second Section. First, the controllers’ parameters are experimentally tuned to their
best values who attain the smallest performance index on a given test scenario. Towards the
section’s end, a systematic optimization-based tuning is employed, to challenge the best
achievable control performance from the LSMC and the RSMC. The feedback slip control
system is presented in Figure 5.

The sliding-mode control algorithms LSMC and RSMC (from Algorithms 1 and 2,
respectively) are next validated on the slip control for the ABS process that was introduced
in the second Section. First, the controllers’ parameters are experimentally tuned to their
best values who attain the smallest performance index on a given test scenario. Towards
the section’s end, a systematic optimization-based tuning is employed, to challenge
10 ofthe
17
best achievable control performance from the LSMC and the RSMC. The feedback slip
control system is presented in Figure 5.
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the output of a linear output reference model. The angular speed of the wheels at the start
braking cycle is 180 rad/s. This angular speed is usually obtained after accelerating the two
of the braking cycle is 180 rad/s. This angular speed is usually obtained after accelerating
wheels in contact through the lower wheel. The continuous-time controller equations are
the two wheels in contact through the lower wheel. The continuous-time controller equanumerically integrated using a fifth order solver with the fixed step size of 10–3 seconds (s),
tions are numerically integrated using a fifth order solver with the fixed step size of 10–3
which is consistent with the real-world execution times. The sampling time corresponding
seconds (s), which is consistent with the real-world execution times. The sampling time
to the fixed step solver allows for data acquisition in order to collect the discrete-time
corresponding to the fixed step solver allows for data acquisition in order to collect the
values of λ(t), λd (t) as λ(k), λd (k), respectively. Which in turn allows the computation of
discrete-time
of λ(t ),
λ d (t ) as λ(k ), λ d (k ) , respectively. Which in turn allows the
the
following values
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computation of the following performance index
1
1 ki +k N+−
i N −1
(15)
Itest = 1 ∑
(λ(k) − λd (k))2 ,2
I =N k=k (λ(k ) − λ (k ) ) ,
(15)
test

N


i

d

k = ki

where ki is the sampling instant index corresponding to the start of the braking process, and
N samples of the controlled slip and desired slip are measured, until the angular speed x2
of the lower wheel (the “car”) drops below 10 rad/s towards the end of the braking cycle.
The experimental parameter values for the LSMC control law (8) are selected as
∆ = 10−3 , ξ = 10−3 , δ = 0.1, vmax = 1. And the parameters of the RSMC law (13) are
selected as ∆ = 10−3 , ξ = 10−3 , k = 3. Notice that UF for the RSMC needs not to be
estimated since it can be accounted for, by the selection of a large enough k.
Several additional controllers are next used to benchmark the performance of the
LSMC and RSMC structures. We choose the first adaptive active dynamic controller (ADC)
since it is a recent one implemented on the same ABS system, obeying the same working
principles as our system. In fact, the ABS system is from the same manufacturer. The second
reinforcement learning (RL) model-free controller stems from a different paradigm that
does not use the system dynamics, therefore it is designed to cope with significant amount
of uncertainty, as it is the case with RSMC and LSMC. This controller was originally
proposed, developed and validated on the same ABS system. The third model-free slidingmode controller combines the feature of the second reinforcement learning controller (in the
sense that it is model-free and it does not use the system dynamics knowledge) and also the
working principle of sliding-mode control (SMC). Therefore, it fits the comparisons goal.
The fourth periodic switching sliding mode controller (PSSMC) is added for comparisons
since it is designed to deal with uncertainties under output feedback only with no full state
measurement and has been applied to a simplified ABS model before.
(1) An adaptive active dynamic controller (ADC) is also implemented according to the
laws presented in [36], that is

M1 =

J1
r1 [− k 0 Iev

− k1 ev + k(λd )θ ϕ(λ) − rJ11 (d1 x1 + M10 ) + (1 − λd ) rJ22 (d2 x2 + M20 )],
.

I ev = e v , e v = r2 x2 ( λ − λ d ),
k (λd ) = r12 /J1 + r22 /J2 · (1 − λd ),

(16)

where the control design parameters are k0 = 18, k1 = 26 selected as in [36], the constant parameters specific to the ABS system are J1 = 7.528 × 10−3 , J2 = 25.603 × 10−3 corresponding to the inertial moments of the upper and lower wheels, respectively, and measured in [kg m2 ], the viscous frictions d1 = 120 × 10−6 , J2 = 225 × 10−6 are measured in
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[kg m2 /s], the static frictions in the upper and lower wheel are M10 = 3 × 10−3 , M20 =
93 × 10−3 in [Nm]. The terms ϕ(λ) = sin(Cx arctan( Bx λ)), θ = µDx are used to approximate the original term µFn (λ) = θ ϕ(λ) related to the normal force Fn from the original
ABS equations [1], with the so-called Pacejka’s magic formula, for the parameter’s values
Cx = 1.68, Bx = 28, Dx = 22.9, µ = 0.95.
A notable observation is that the control law (16) is directly expressed in the braking
torque M1 , thus neglecting the actuator dynamics. To make the controller (16) compatible
with controllers (8) and (13), M1 is transformed back into control input u by using the
simplified actuator model, that is u(t) = M1 (t)/χ. To be consistent with the control inputs
calculated by the LSMC and RSMC laws (8) and (13), respectively, the braking torque M1 (t)
is further saturated to [–9;9] after being calculated from (16).
(2) A reinforcement learning model-free controller. Another controller used for comparisons is a neural network (NN)-based one that was learned under model-free (unknown
dynamics) principle using reinforcement Q-learning. As presented in the third case study
of the work [33], the reinforcement learning controller (further referred to as simply RL)
is a feed-forward NN with 6 inputs, two hidden layers, each having ten neurons with
hyperbolic tangent activation function and one output layer having one neuron with linear
activation.
This NN controller’s input is a virtual state x(k ) = [ x1 (k), x2 (k), x1 (k − 1), x2 (k − 1),
u(k − 1), λd (k)] built from: the current sample values of the two wheels’ speeds and their
previous sample values, the previous control input and the current sample desired slip.
The previous sample values account for the un-measurable state M1 (k ) of the actuator
to ensure that the reinforcement Q-learning deals with a fully observable Markov decision process.
Although the controller was learned from transition samples collected in discrete-time
by interacting with the process under the conditions presented in [33], this discrete-time
is made compatible with the fixed time step-size of the continuous-time SMC controllers.
The RL controller learned to brake for various initial speeds x1 (0), x2 (0) and for various
slip set points. An additional NN was used (called the Q-function NN) to store the stateaction cost function. From a functional perspective, the RL controller is a state-feedback
one—it uses x1 , x2 separately and not compacted in the slip equation—as opposed to the
output-feedback SMC-based ones and to the output-feedback ADC one who use λ directly.
The learning was performed in an episodic style: each braking scenario starting from a
non-zero speed x1 (0) = x2 (0) under the current episode controller generates input-output
transition samples that were used to build a virtual state of past input-output samples.
The batch of transition samples were added to enrich a database that grows with each
braking episode. After each episode, the Q-function estimate is improved (in fact, a QNN was trained towards the optimal Q-function) and the current episode controller is
improved towards the optimal controller. The objective was to minimize an infinite-horizon
but discounted version of the performance index Itest , which makes the tuning objective
approximately minimize Itest . For additional details please consult [33].
(3) A model-free sliding-mode controller (MFSMC). In the work of [37], two modelfree sliding mode control system structures were proposed, the second one proposes the
control law:

"
u(t) =
1
T

1
α

.
Rt
− F̂ (t) + λd (t) − K P e(t) − K I e(τ )dτ −
0

Rt

#

(17)

× δαT +ψ + T eest max + |K I T e(τ )dτ + (K P T − 1)e(t)|)sgn(σ(t)) ,
0

.̂

where e(t) = λ(t) − λd (t) is the tracking error with respect to the target slip and F̂ (t) =

λ(t) − α u(t) is the uncertainty estimate stemming from a first order phenomenological
.
model simplification of the ABS system that reads λ(t) = F (t) + α u(t). Here, α is a
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user-selectable constant parameter seen as a minimal process knowledge, K P , K I are the
user-selectable parameters of the intelligent PI (iPI) controller part, σ(t) = Σ1 (t) + T Σ2 (t)
Rt
is a switching variable defined in terms of Σ1 (t) = 0 e(τ )dτ, Σ2 (t) = e(t), the userselectable T > 0 imposes the desired behavior on the sliding surface σ (t) = 0. Additionally,
eest max acts as another design parameter as the upper bound of the uncertain tracking error
dynamics and ψ > 0 is again user-selectable to ensure a conservative stability condition.
Subjected to a tuning aimed at minimizing the performance index Itest on the test scenario
using genetic algorithm (GA), the parameters values for the MFSMC controller were found
as α = 2.02, K P = 15.01, K I = 0.05, Ψ = 0.05, T = 100.09, in their respective search domain
[0; 10] × [0; 100] × [0; 100] × [0; 10] × [0; 200], with eestmax = 10−3 and δ = 10−3 being fixed.
The GA solver parameters were set to ensure convergence to approximately the same
solution on five runs.
(4) A periodic switching sliding-mode controller (PSSMC) from [38]. The nonlinear ABS
model is rewritten as a linear model in the state with disturbance term complemented with
a nonlinear output equation depending on a linear state combination, to comply with the
model (1) and (2) from [38], as:
 .  

 



x1
−1 0
x1
1
f 1 + g1 u + x 1 − u + v 1
.
=
+
u+
,
x2
0 −1
x2
0.5
f 2 + g2 u + x2 − 0.5u + v2
}
}
}
(18)
A

y(t) = λ =

B
C[ x1 x2 ]
r2 x2

d(t)

= h(Cx, t),

where C = [−0.01 0.01] was selected, as well as the matrices A and B, ensuring that
CB 6= 0. Possible exogeneous disturbances, unmodeled dynamic as well as parametric
uncertainties are modeled under terms v1 (t), v2 (t) who enter the larger disturbance term
d(t) for which a simplifying upper bound d is found. In the following, the control law
(17) from [38] is implemented based on Equations (5), (14), (16), (18) and (23) from the
same work. This control scheme is designed for output model reference tracking control,
it includes dynamical filters for the underlying uncertain controlled system missing full
state measurement. The proposed PSSMC structure was tested in [38] on a linear, simplified,
first order ABS model. Although the control system structure is simple, there are many
equations and parameters involved in calculating the redesigned modulating function ρ(t)
from Equation (23) in [38]. The tuning parameters were selected as k p = 0.2, c1 = 0.5,
the parameters of the reference model transfer function 1/(0.01s + 1) were set as am = 100,
k m = 100, then β = 100, θ = 5, δ = 0.1, Λ = −100, g = 0.1, φ1 = φ2 = 0, d = 2,
cd = 100, λd = 100. The three most influential parameters of this PSSMC scheme were
found λ1 = 21.57, λ2 = 9.13 and ε = 0.012 using a GA to minimize the performance
index Itest on the test scenario under control input saturation in [–1;1]. While the others
parameters have been determined starting from the values in [38]. The tuned parameters
were searched within the domain [0; 100] × [0; 100] × [0; 10]. Except for am , k m , there is a
number of 15 tuning parameters to search for, a large number with respect to the other
controllers used for comparisons. The GA solver parameters were set to ensure convergence
to approximately the same solution on five runs.
The performance index is next measured for all compared controllers, to assess their
performance. The set-point tracking results obtained with the controllers LSMC, RSMC, ADC,
RL, and MFSMC are shown below in Figure 6 and with the PSSMC in Figure 7. The performance measured with LSMC is Itest = 6.0859 × 10−4 , the one with the RSMC controllers is
Itest = 6.0904 × 10−4 , that obtained with ADC is Itest = 7.1224 × 10−4 , that obtained with
the RL controller is Itest = 747.75 × 10−4 , for the MFSMC Itest = 7.8029 × 10−4 and for the
PSSMC Itest = 498.42 × 10−4 . Throughout the braking process, the index of the first sample at which the lower wheel speed drops below 10 rad/s are, respectively, NLSMC = 1272,
NRSMC = 1272, NADC = 1262, NRL = 1330, NMFSMC = 1275, NPSSMC = 1298. Revealing that the
LSMC and RSMC controllers lead to very similar braking scenarios in terms of the car speed
and measured performance.
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PSSMC controllers in terms of the measured performance index. Although the RL controller
displays a poorer performance (of about two orders of magnitude), it is noticeable that
the braking learning was performed without knowing the ABS dynamics. The MFSMC
controller lies within a similar model-free paradigm, since the simplified model attached
to the ABS dynamics makes little use of process knowledge in the control design pipeline.
The PSSMC structure reveals a complex design with many tuning parameters and it is
better than the RL controller.
From a controller complexity viewpoint, the ADC controller requires only two tuning
parameters (k0 , k1 ) which is mostly advantageous with respect to the RSMC controller
with three tunable parameters and the LSMC with five tunable parameters. However,
the performance of the LSMC and the RSMC is not sensitive but rather robust to various
choices of ∆, ξ that were introduced for numerical convenience. The remaining number
of parameters, one for RSMC and two for LSMC, turn the two controllers into attractive
real-time implementations.
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Concerning the computational burden of the compared control algorithms, the execution times were measured on a PC having base frequency of 2 GHz and clock precision of
5 × 10−8 s. The allotted controller computing time for the entire braking scenario experiment lasting for 1.5 s is TLSMC = 0.068 s, TRSMC = 0.021 s, TADC = 0.23 s, TRL = 0.461 s,
TMFSMC = 0.345 s, TPSSMC = 0.99 s. These measured times correspond to 1500 calls of the
controller calculation function with sampling period of 1 millisecond. Meaning that even
in the case of the RL controller, the time required to run one call falls below 1 millisecond.
The measured allotted computing times include all necessary double-precision operations
for calculating the control input, including numerical evaluation of the integrals and derivatives, multiplications, and additions. With proper optimizations, these controllers can be
implemented on modern hardware. From computational perspective, the RSMC and
LSMC are more efficient by almost an order of magnitude in terms of measured allotted
computing times. While the NN-based RL controller is not the most demanding due to the
many operations involved in NN evaluation, the PSSMC appears the most time consuming
due to its complexity and many operations.
In a following step, the best achievable performance of the LSMC and RSMC controllers is verified. To this end, the parameters δ, vmax of the LSMC and the parameter
k of the RSMC are searched by optimizing for the test scenario under aforementioned
conditions (180 rad/s initial braking speed and 0.15 slip set point obtained by first order
lag filtering). The optimization is performed using a genetic algorithm (GA). The values
of the parameters are searched for in the domains δ ∈ [0.01; 1], vmax ∈ [0.1; 10] for the
LSMC and in the domain k ∈ [0.01; 20] for the RSMC. These domains also act as lower
and upper bounds for the optimization variables throughout the numerical search process.
Other settings were: a number of 50 search agents, 5% out of the total number of agents
is the number of individuals to survive the next generation, crossover fraction is 80%,
maximum 5000 generations. The GA solver parameters were set to ensure convergence to
approximately the same solution on five runs.
The best values of the performance index are Itest = 5.9858 × 10−4 for the LSMC (for
∗
δ = 0.5032, vmax = 0.012) and Itest = 6.0758 × 10−4 for the RSMC (obtained for k∗ = 15.46).
On one hand, the best performance values are not very far from those obtained with the
initial settings of the LSMC and RSMC parameters. Yet, the result shows that the LSMC
structure has slightly better control capability over the RSMC structure. Nevertheless,
the control performance reveals itself as a robust one and undoubtedly superior over the
other control strategies proposed for comparisons.
5. Conclusions
The ABS control system intends to streamline the braking process, while maintaining
the car’s road maneuverability. The LSMC and RSMC controllers designed with included
uncertainties had a positive impact on the performance of the control system behavior.
This attests that, even by model order reduction and despite the strongly nonlinear process
behavior, the performance is not significantly degraded, leading to a robust control behavior.
The obtained performance may vary under different road conditions and controllers’
retuning may be required. Usually, the low-level ABS braking control system operates
under a higher-level supervisory logic where the surface detection task and the switching
between appropriate controllers is implemented.
Especially in the braking system control design, controller robustness is a critical
necessity because the braking system is affected by a large parameter variations; the weight
load on the car, the tire inflation state and wear, the road-tire contact surface and the road
surface profile combined with the car speed all influence the braking process. Therefore,
in the model-based control design paradigm, the goal is to achieve control performance
under large parameter uncertainty.
For the proposed controllers, the performance comparisons with other similar or
different control strategies reveal that the advantage of the LSMC and RSMC lies with
the reduced number of tuning parameters and robust control performance under process
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variation and controller parameters selection. Finding robust, high-performance controllers
with few tunable parameters is not trivial in practice, however, the LSMC and RSMC
may be preferable over more complex implementations. This observation offers a significant incentive to validate the proposed approach on commercial braking systems, as a
future goal.
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Appendix A
For deriving the LSMC control law (8), consider the first case 1.(a) corresponding
.
τ (t)−ve(t)
to g(t) > 0, g < 0 , G (t) > 0 for which u(t) <
. Note in the first place that
G (t)
−kτ (t) − ve(t)k ≤ τ (t) − ve(t) ≤ kτ (t) − ve(t)k. By the triangle inequality, it is checked
that kτ (t) − ve(t)k ≤ kτ (t)k + kve(t)k ≤ kτ (t)k + vmax holds. Since −kτ (t)k − vmax ≤
−kτ (t) − ve(t)k ≤ τ (t) − ve(t), then in order to ensure that u(t) < τ (tG)−(tve)(t) for G (t) > 0,
it suffices to select a control that fulfils u(t) <
−kτ (t)k−vmax
G (t)

−kτ (t)k−vmax
.
G (t)

A firm selection is u(t) =

− δ with δ > 0, which is equivalent to

u(t) = −


kτ (t)k + vmax
+ δ sgn( g(t) G (t)).
G (t)
.

(A1)
τ (t)−ve(t)

The case 1.(b) corresponds to g(t) > 0, g(t) < 0 , G (t) < 0 for which u(t) > G(t) .
Since kτ (t)k + vmax ≥ kτ (t) + ve(t)k ≥ τ (t) + ve(t), the control which ensures that u(t) >
τ (t)−ve(t)
kτ (t)k+vmax
kτ (t)k+vmax
for G (t) < 0 and also fulfils u(t) >
is u(t) =
+ δ, which is
G (t)
G (t)
G (t)
equivalent to


kτ (t)k + vmax
u(t) =
+ δ sgn( g(t) G (t)).
(A2)
G (t)
.

The case 2.(a) refers to g(t) < 0, g(t) > 0 , G (t) > 0 for which u(t) >
similar with the case 1.(b) therefore, one control input which fulfils u(t) >
τ (t)−ve(t)
G (t)

τ (t)−ve(t)
. It is
G (t)
kτ (t)k+vmax
>
G (t)

is found as in (A2).
.

Finally, the case 2.(b) is valid whenever g(t) < 0, g(t) > 0 , G (t) < 0 for which
τ (t)−ve(t)
u(t) < G(t) . Being similar to the case 1.(a), one control input fulfilling the condition
−kτ (t)k−v

τ (t)−ve(t)

max
u(t) <
< G(t) is expressible as in (A1).
G (t)
The control input in all the four subcases will be correctly captured and compactly
written by the general form (A1), depending on the sign of the product g(t) G (t).
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